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1 Intellio Mobile Client 4 (IMC4) 
Introduction 

Intellio Mobile Client (IMC) is an application for mobile devices for viewing the video of 
cameras connected to Intellio Video System (IVS) systems. The application enables the live 
monitoring of cameras, receiving their alarms, and the playback of recorded footage (in certain 
configurations). By using push notifications, it is possible to get messages about detector 
events even when IMC is in background. IMC is currently available on Android and iOS mobile 
operating systems. 

2 Installation 

2.1 Intellio Video Gateway 

Intellio Video Gateway (IVG) is a component between mobile clients and IVS servers, which is 
“invisible” to end users. IVG is an application that runs as a Windows service focused on 
forwarding requests of mobile clients to the appropriate server. IVG is capable of transforming 
(recompressing) the requested data streams to the format requested by the mobile client to 
achieve optimal operation. In addition, playback, event browser and push notifications in IMC 
are only available when connecting to the servers via IVG. 

2.2 Intellio Video Gateway Installation 

By default, IVG is installed on the same computer as the IVS server is installed on. Hence, in 
normal operation, IVG is capable of serving the clients without any further action - as long as 
the network is configured correctly. 

If IMC is to be used via (a mobile) internet connection, the computer running IVG and the 
network will have to be configured so that it is accessible via the appropriate port (by default: 
53560). 
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2.3 IMC4 Installation 

2.3.1 Android Operating System 

The easiest way to install IMC4 is via Google Play. 

 Visit Google Play. 
 Run a search for Intellio. 
 Select the Intellio Mobile Client application from the search results. 

 Tap on Install. 

 Grant the requested permissions in the new window by tapping Ok. 

 Once the installation is complete, IMC appears among the available applications as  

Note: if you have a previous version of the Intellio Mobile Client installed, just update the app. 
 

2.3.2 iOS Operating System 

On iOS operating systems the app can be installed via the App Store. 

 Visit the App Store on your device. 

 Run a search for Intellio. 
 Select the Intellio Mobile Client application from the search results. 
 Tap on Install. 

 Once the installation is complete, IMC appears among the available applications as  

Note: if you have a previous version of the Intellio Mobile Client installed, just update the app. 
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3 IMC4 in Action 
After launching IMC the welcome screen lists the available server 
connections. By default you will have the Intellio Demo Server 
connection installed (it cannot be modified or deleted), which allows 
you to connect to the demo server. For each connection the upper row 
features the connection name, while the lower row features the server 
address used for the connection. To connect, simply tap the desired 
connection. An information dialog is displayed if the playback and event 
browsing are not available (lack of Intellio Video Gateway). 

3.1 Managing Connections 

3.1.1 Creating a New Connection 

Tap the New button on the welcome screen to create a new 
connection. 

Provide the required data in the next window named Add Server: 

 Connection Name: the name of the connection to be displayed 
on the welcome screen. 

 Server IP Address: the IP address of the server or Gateway 
(alternatively: it’s URL). 

 Server Port: the port used by the server (Gateway) to maintain 
the connection (default: server: 53540, gateway: 53560). 

 User Name: the user name belonging to a connection. 
 Password: the password belonging to the given user name.  

After providing the required data, press Create to save them. Tap on Back to return to the 
welcome screen without saving the data. The newly created connection is displayed on the 
welcome screen. Touch the name of the connection to establish a connection. 

3.1.2 Operations with Connections 

Tap the  button on the right of the connection to access the 
following options in a popup window: 

 Connect: establish a connection to a particular server.  

 Modify: modify connection. Tap this menu and the Add Server 
window will pop up, where the connection parameters can be 
modified. 

 Delete: delete connection. Tapping this menu will result in the 
immediate deletion of the connection. 

Note: the connection cannot be modified or deleted as long as Push 
Notifications are enabled. 
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3.1.3 Managing Push Notifications 

The IMC is able to transmit the events of detectors as push notifications to the subscribed 
clients. Push notification is an available option for each individual connection (by default the 
notifications are disabled). If the push notifications are enabled for a certain connection, the 
push messages for that connection will be displayed on the notification bar until the IMC is not 
in the foreground. The recent messages are shown by displaying the notifications bar. Tapping 
on a selected message, the IMC starts the playback interface, and shows the particular camera 
image at the time of the event, providing possibility to playback immediately. 

To switch on and off push notifications simply tap the  icon for the selected connection, 
and confirm the choice in the appearing popup window. The colors of the icon depends on 

the status of the notifications:  means enabled,   means disabled. 

To prevent multiple event delivery, it is not advised to enable push notification to all the 
connection, just one of them, if there are multiple connections to the same server on a device 
(e.g. different user privileges). 

One user can subscribe to the push notification with more than one device to the same server, 
and in this case the push notifications will be delivered to all the subscribed devices. 

Note: push notifications will not be displayed if the notifications function is enabled but the 
IMC is in foreground. 
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3.2 Live Video Main Screen 

After successful connection the live video main screen is displayed. At the first connection the 
default layout is a blank 2 by 2 grid. IMC supports two views: 1-panel view or 4-panel view. 
Each panel of the view has its own dynamic toolbar, whose elements may vary based on the 

selected camera and connection. Press the  button at the upper center part of the main 
screen to switch the global toolbar on and off.  

 

3.2.1 Global Toolbar  

The global toolbar serves to give quick access to 
the key functions of IMC, which are as follows: 

 
1 Live: switch to the live video user interface. 

 
2 Playback: switch to the playback user interface. 

 
3 Browser: switch to the event browser user interface. 

 
4 Configure: configure key settings of the application. 

 
5 Disconnect: close the connection with the server. 

 

3.2.2 View Panels, Camera Toolbar 

Each panel of the view has its own so-called 
“camera toolbar”, which changes dynamically 
according to the contents of the view. If the given 
panel has a selected camera, the toolbar disappears 
after a short while to avoid covering parts of the 
view field unnecessarily. To bring up the toolbar, 
tap on the panel. The live view status is indicated in 
the corner of camera views by the caption LIVE. 
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3.2.3 Buttons of the Camera Toolbar 

 
 Camera button: for displaying a camera on a particular panel or removing it 

from the panel. 

 

 Playback button: to watch the footage recorded by the camera in the panel. 
Playback is only accessible if you are connecting the server via Intellio Video 
Gateway. 

 

 PTZ button: in case of cameras fitted with the PTZ function, this button allows 
switching the PTZ control on and off. If the PTZ is on, the button changes 
color. 

 

 Preset button: if the PTZ camera supports presets (stored positions), pressing 
the button opens a window where a previously saved PTZ position can be 
restored. 

3.2.4 Displaying / Removing Camera Image 

Press the camera button on the camera toolbar of a 
panel to display a camera on that panel or remove 
it from there. Select the desired camera in the next 
window by tapping the appropriate image (name). 
Remove the camera image by tapping the 
Remove current button. Press Back to exit the 
menu. 

3.2.5 Zooming in by Pinching 

In case of disabled PTZ control you can zoom in on the camera image displayed by “pinching”. 
To zoom in on any point, drag one finger left and another one to right around the point. The 
zoomed area can be panned by touching the image and moving it to the desired direction. 

3.2.6 PTZ Camera Control 

Press the  button of a camera to turn on the 
PTZ function. The button changes to a darker shad 

to indicate that it is  turned on. The buttons on 
the side allow for zooming into or out of the 
image: 

 
 zoom into the image  

 
 zoom out of the image  

  

Note: zooming by pinching and viewing by double tapping do not work when the PTZ is on. 
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3.2.7 PTZ Preset Loading 

If the PTZ camera supports PTZ presets (stored 
positions), they can be restored by the IMC 

Press the Preset button on the camera toolbar to 
display the saved presets. Select a preset from the 
list by tapping the appropriate name. The camera 
moves to the selected position.  
To return, press Back. 

Note: the IMC is unable to create new PTZ presets, only saved position can be loaded. 

3.3 Playback 

If the connection to the server is maintained via the Intellio Video Gateway, the playback 

function of IMC is available. There are two ways to activate it.  

1. Press the  button on the camera toolbar to play back the footage recorded by the 
selected camera. 

2. Press the  button on the global toolbar to play back the footage of the cameras 
displayed in the current view (1-panel or 4-panel views). 

The camera can also be selected on the playback interface in a similar way. The playback mode 

is signaled by the  icon in the lower right corner of the main screen. 

3.3.1 Playback Control Panel 

The Playback control panel located in the bottom of 
the screen, it has two sections. The lower section 
features the timeline for each camera displayed. The 
upper section contains the date of the image played 
back (left), and the time stamp of the image (right). In 
the middle of the upper section you will find the 
playback buttons, as follows: 

  show a longer time span on the timeline (see a less detailed timeline) 

  step back by one frame 

  play backwards 

  stop playback 

  play forward 

  step forward by one frame 

  show a shorter time span on the timeline (see a more detailed timeline) 
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If you wish to see the exact time, press the date or 
the time to jump to the particular time.  

The playback control panel disappears automatically 
after a short while so as not to cover the display 
interface. To see the panel just press the interface. 

 

3.3.2 Playback Timeline 

The timeline in the lower section of the control panel - as seen in IVS - indicates whether the 
camera has recorded footage at a given time. Press any part of the timeline, then scroll left or 
right to jump back or forward in time. 

3.3.3 Exit Playback Mode 

To exit playback mode press the  or  button of the global toolbar. 

3.4 Managing Events 

If the connection is established with the help of the Intellio Video Gateway, it is possible to 
display live events and to browse stored events with the IMC. Displaying live events can be 

enabled separately in the settings. If it is enabled, a number on the Browser  icon signals 
the new, not yet viewed events. 

 

To switch to the event browser interface press Browser icon on the global toolbar. The control 
panel for event browsing can be found at the lower right corner of the screen. 

To switch between live and stored events use the Live and 
Browser buttons. The Date / Time selector can be used to jump 
to a desired timestamp. To Add / Remove detectors from 

browsing use the  button. If a live event is viewed, the Date / 
Time selector and the Add / Remove detectors button are disabled. 
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3.4.1 Live Events 

To display live events, enable the Event Monitoring option in the corresponding settings of 
the current connection. 

Press Live on the events browser interface to switch to live events. To refresh the list simply 
pull it down and then let it go. After the list is refreshed the newest images of events appear 
that were taken since the last refresh (the newest events are placed on the top of the list).  

After selecting a desired image from the list; a window will appear containing the details of the 
event (date / time, camera name, detector name, detector message). 

Tap twice on the enlarged image to zoom in. While zoomed in you can also pan by touching 
the image and moving in the desired direction. To go back to the list, tap the image once. Use 

the  button found in the center to jump directly to event playback. To go back from the 

playback to browsing, choose the Browser  function on the main toolbar. 
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3.4.2 Event Browsing 

 Press Browser on events browser interface to switch to stored events. 

 Use  button on the control panel to open the Select camera window. 
 Select from the list the camera whose detector events you would like to browse. 

 Choose one or more detectors from the list. 

 Press Done to browse events. With the help of the Select More button you can go 
back to the camera list and choose another camera’s detectors. In the lower right 

corner of the image, the  icon indicates if detector is selected for browsing. 
 Use the Date / Time selector to go directly to a specific date. Tap the time display on 

the control panel. A window will appear where you can set the desired time. When 
done, press the Set Time button to confirm the time. The browser will show the event 
that happened the closest to the specified time. 

To browse, simply drag the list backwards or forwards. 

Very much like the live list, by selecting an image 
you can jump to the event details or to playback. 

To exit event browsing mode press Live  or 

Playback  button on the global toolbar. 
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3.5 Configurations 

Press the Configure  button on the global toolbar for various configuration options. 

3.5.1 Configurations by Connection Types 

IMC allows for setting different configurations for 
various connection types in case of parameters affecting 
network transmission. For example, differing 
configurations can be set for WiFi and mobile internet 
connections. Both connection types offer the following 
options: 

Video configurations 

 Maximum Video Resolution: tap to configure 
the maximum video resolution used by the 
application (320x240, 320x480, 512x384, 
640x480, 800x480, 1280x800). 

 Video Compression: tap to select the video 
compression mode (Intellio MJPEG, Intellio 
Video). 

 Video Compression Quality: tap to configure the video compression quality on a 
scale of 10 (lowest) to 90 (highest). The recommended value is 30. Using a higher value 
will result in increased bandwidth usage. 

 

Limits 

 FPS Limit: tap to set the upper limit of the 
refresh rate for live video (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25 
image/second). By default, IMC will use the best 
possible framerate available in the given 
circumstances, but it will not exceed the limit set 
here. 

 Playback FPS Limit: tap to set the upper limit of the playback refresh rate (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 
16, 20, 25 image/second). By default, IMC will use the best possible framerate in the 
given circumstances, but it will not exceed the limit set here. 

 

Screen 

 Event Monitoring: tap to enable or disable event monitoring. IMC only logs events 
after authorization. Disable event monitoring to economize on bandwidth. 

 Show Traffic Info: tap to enable displaying on the main screen the volume of data 
transmitted since the start of the connection. 
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3.5.2 Global Settings 

 Push Message Notification Filter: Within 
the set time window, the system won’t send 
push notification from the same events. 

 Background Disconnect Time: A time can 
be set, which has elapsed, the connection 
to the server will be closed if the app is in 
background.  
 
Note: The system can terminate the app before this time. This setting is available only 
on Android devices. 

 
 Image Filter: tap to switch the image filter on and off. If you switch on the image filter, 

the image quality improves, but at the expense of performance. 

 Load Previous layout: tap to enable the last view to be displayed upon startup. 

 Camera Scroll Mode: tap to enable the “scroll” function in the camera image. When 
enabled, you can scroll left and right to move to the previous or next camera image. 

 Show Camera Names: tap to enable displaying camera names on the main screen. 

 Use center point PTZ: when enabled, Center-point PTZ camera control will be used by 
IMC for cameras that support this mode.  

o Enabled: pans the camera to a given point in the field of view by touching that 
point. 

o Disabled: pans the camera toward the selected point. 
 Play sound on event: when enabled, IMC emits sound when the new event arrives. 

 
Note: the iOS version utilizes checkboxes and switches instead of popup windows. 
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4 Questions & Answers 
 

Question: What should I do if playback and event browser don’t work after connecting 
(while everything else is okay)? 

Answer: Playback and event browser are only available via the Intellio Video Gateway. IMC 
is capable of connecting directly to IVS servers, but in such cases playback is not 
available. Install the Intellio Video Gateway and try to connect to the IVS via 
Gateway. 
 

  

Question: Live video is laggy. What can I do? 

Answer: There are a number of settings to lower the resource consumption of IMC4. For 
example, it is recommended to use lower resolutions and switch off the Image 
filter. Also, try checking which applications are running in the background on 
your device and exiting the ones that are unnecessary.  
 

  

Question: Can I use the Intellio Video Gateway with the IVS2 server? 

Answer: No, the Intellio Video Gateway can only cooperate with the IVS3 or newer server. 
 

  

Question: What if the phone switches to mobile internet connection from a live WiFi 
connection, or vice versa?  

Answer: In this case the connection with the server will be lost. 
 

  

Question: Event display does not always work. What could be the problem? 

Answer: Event display can be enabled separately for WiFi and mobile internet 
connections. Make sure that event display is enabled for both connection types. 
 

  

Question: The system deployed does not contain PTZ cameras, still, the toolbar of some 
cameras indicates that the camera is PTZ-enabled. Why? 

Answer: This can occur, for example, in case of cameras fitted with motor zoom. Of 
course, the PT (Pan / Tilt) function is unavailable in these cases, while the Z 
(Zoom) function may be still available. 
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5 Summary of Settings 

Global Settings Default Available Options 

Push Message Notification Filter 30 seconds 
0, 15, 30, 60, 90 seconds 

2, 3, 4, 5 minutes 

Background Disconnect Time 10 minutes 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes 

Image Filter disabled enabled / disabled 

Load Previous layout enabled enabled / disabled 

Camera Scroll Mode enabled enabled / disabled 

Show Camera Names disabled enabled / disabled 

Use center point PTZ enabled enabled / disabled 

Play sound on event enabled enabled / disabled 

Connections Settings 
WiFi 

Settings 

Mobile 
Internet 
Settings 

 

Video 

Maximum Video Resolution 640x480 640x480 
320x240, 320x480, 512x384, 
640x480, 800x480, 1280x800 

Video Compression 
Intellio 
Video 

Intellio Video Intellio MJPEG / Intellio video 

Video Compression Quality 50 50 
10 (worst) – 90 (best) 

50 recommended 

Limitations 

FPS Limit 16 8 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25 

Playback FPS Limit 16 8 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25 

Screen 

Event Monitoring disabled disabled enabled / disabled 

Show Traffic Info disabled enabled enabled / disabled 

 


